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Learn About the Exciting World of Wine ~ The Only Resource Youâ€™ll Need!Can you relate to any
of these below?â€¢You find it hard to choose which wine works best with certain foodâ€¢You enjoy
mingling with friends over a glass of wineâ€¢You would love to increase your knowledge of wine and
share that with othersâ€¢You want to buy wine and feel that youâ€™ve received good value after
your purchaseIf you nodded, â€œYesâ€• to any questions above, then you came to the right
place!Lifestyle Beginner to Expert Guide on Wine Tasting, Wine Pairing & Wine Selection will show
you what to look for and how to recognize the perfect wine for any occasion. This book will help you
get to know the wine that suits you and your guests best without wasting time on choosing different
wines youâ€™re not sure will even taste good!What will you learn in this book?â€¢Types of
Wineâ€¢Health Benefits of Wineâ€¢Negative Health Effects of Wineâ€¢How to Serve Wine and
Choose the Correct Glasswareâ€¢How to Drink and Taste Wineâ€¢Glassware for Serving
Wineâ€¢About Aging Wineâ€¢Characteristics of Wineâ€¢Basics on Food and Wine PairingLifestyle
Beginner to Expert Guide on Wine Tasting, Wine Pairing & Wine Selection is the ultimate resource
providing you with an opportunity to dig deeper into your wine interest. So what are you waiting for?
Get your own copy today and prepare your taste buds for an amazing journey exploring the different
wines of the world.Note: Kindle Unlimited Subscribers can read this book for free.
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In recent years I've tried to broaden my horizons as well as my taste buds so I've gone out of my
way to order wine if I eat at a sit down restaurant. The thing is I don't really know anything about
wine and I always end up just relying on the servers recommendation. I found this book to be helpful
in not only giving an overview of the different kinds of wines but it goes into detail and depth. I also
enjoyed the section on which foods to pair with which wines. This will help me when ordering to
know the correct selections to make! Overall I'm very pleased with the information and general
outline of this book.

Being the wine lover that I am and living in wine country, this was the perfect book for me. This
fabulous beginner's guide to everything vino, includes the history of wine, wine aging, a breakdown
of the types of wine, the physilogical benefits of wine, wine etiquette, wine pairing, and what to look
for in a wine. It's excellent book for anyone who wants to go wine tasting, or just wants to educate
themselves about wine. In a short read, you can get everything you need to know. Next time I go
wine tasting, I'm going to be prepared!

I've always been novice wine drinker, but I never knew how much more there is to it until I came
across this book. Which, I must say, is very concise, well-written, and will teach you everything you
need to know about wine: types, characteristics, health benefits, how to serve, drink, and taste it,
and so much more. I definitely recommend this book to anyone interested in learning how to truly
savor this sophisticated drink.

I like wine but I knew virtually nothing about it other than it comes in red and white, box and bottle.
Wow! Was this book an eye opener! A friend is a sommelier or likes to think he is, and the man is
forever going on about the wines they serve at the restaurant where he works. Most times, I just
keep my mouth shut as he describes the taste and body of wine and what a person should and
shouldn't serve with certain foods. Now, I feel better prepared to actually ask questions concerning
the various types of wine and where the grapes are grown. I still have a lot to learn, but Wine: Wine
Lifestyle has armed me with a great foundation upon which to grow that knowledge. Highly

recommended!

I have to say I had a actually had a nice glass of Merlot while reading this book! Very informative
and well thought out. I think wine in moderation can certainly be part of a healthy lifestyle. Would
recommend!

I really love wine. Who doesn't? This is a great read for wine enthusiasts like me who is interested
with everything about wine. I can be a wine expert because of everything I learned on this book!
Everything from where wine came from, types of wine, benefits of wine, the bad side effects if
abused (everything that is too much is bad), how to prepare from the glass to serving it, and the
best food to pair it too! It's just about everything about wine!

This book was very well thought out and written with attention to detail and making sure every
aspect of wine is covered. I drink wine occasionally but never really thought of all the wonderful tips
and suggestions brought up in this very helpful book. The author does a superb job of introducing
the history of wine to any novices, such as myself, and giving them a really good in depth overview
over the whole culture of wine. If you are looking for a wonderful guide full of invaluable information,
or just want to know what foods pair well with a particular type of wine, then this book is definitely for
you.

This is a well written, informative book. I like wines and drink wine but there was so much I didn't
know. What really piqued my interest was the chapter on food that doesn't go well with wine. Didn't
think that was possible. Will be referring back to this book in the future.
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